I refer to these papers by their number .
In the present paper I first of all give a progress report on some of my favourite problems and later I state a few recent problems and give some proofs of new results .
.
Hajnal and I stated in 1963 the following problem : Denote by mk (r) the smallest integer for which there is a k-chromatic r-uniform hypergraph of mk (r) edges . Determine or estimate mk (r) as accurately as possible .
(In the older literature the edges of a two chromatic hypergraph were said to have property B .
This concept was first used by Miller) . We proved m 3 (r) 5 ( 2r-1 r ), more generally m k (r) <-((k-1)T-k+2), also m 3 (2) _ 3, m 3 (3) = 7 .
M3 (4) is unknown . Later I proved
(1) log 2 .2n < m3 (n) < c ln 2 2n .
The lower bound in (1) was improved by W . Schmidt to
(1 -n)2 n < m3 (n) . I conjectured that m3 (n)/2 n a W and I further conjectured that to every r there is a c r which tends to infinity with r so that if (A1, . . .,At},~A,~ z r, 1 5 i <_ t is a three chromatic family of sets then (2) t 1 iF1 2I A il > e r' -3 -Beck proved both these conjectures, he proved in fact that l/3 2 n m . It would be interesting to 3 (n) > c n get an asymptotic formula for m3 (n) and for mk (n) .
Following G . Dírac we call the family {A 1 A t ) critical if it is three chromatic but if we omit any of the sets A . i the remaining family is two chromatic . Assume that (A,, . . .,At) is critical and max IA i l zr, then perhaps (2) remains true . hi<_ r i _ r It is well known and easy to seg that m 2 (k) _ (z) . In other words every k-chromatic (ordinary i .e . r = 2) graph has at least (2) edges, equality only for the complete graph K(k) .
The generalization for hypergraphs fails in view of m 3 (3) = 7 and the smallest complete three chromatic hyp ergraph for r 3 -4 -is K3 (5) with 10 edges . I conjectured nearly twenty years igo that for k > k 0 (r) mr(k) - ((k-1Ír11 
Rényi and I conjectured that almost all graphs G(n ;[c n log n])
are Hamiltonian for sufficiently large c, and in fact we conjectured that this holds for every c > 2 .
(G (n ; X) denotes a graph of n vertices and R edges) . P6sa proved our first conjecture and the second was recently proved by Koml6s and Szemerédi, their proof will soon appear . At the end of 9, Spencer and 1 formulate the following conjecture . Let G(n ;t) be a random graph of n vertices and t edges with the added condition, that wa lmow that every vertex has valency a 2 . Is it then true that for t = c nIog n (c > 0 arbitrary) almost all of these graphs are Hamiltonian . This was also proved by Kcml6s and Szemerédi . We further stated in 9 several other conjectures all (or most) of which were also proved by Komlós and Szemerédi .
connected component in fact has size o(n) . The behaviour of f( ) for 2 < c 5 1 is not yet cleared up . As I put it in a nutshell, Komlós and Szemerédi proved that I was right -I would have preferred it if I would have proved that Szemerődi was right! Rdnyí and I proved that if En Z nlogn + nf(n) where f(n) as n m and n is even then almost all graphs G(n ;P ) n have a matching (or a linear factor) . During my last visit to Jerusalem (197911) Professor Sh :, mir suprised me with a very prey y and perhaps difficult problem : Let n = r m, ISI = n .
Consider the random r-uniform hypergraph of n vertices and t n edges . How large must t o be so that with probability tending to 1 our hypergraph should have an r-matching í .e . m vertex disjoint edges? For r = 2 Rdnyi and I completely solved this problem .
For reasons which are hard to explain (maybe not so hard, the two greatest evils old age and stupidity are adequate explapatíons)
I neglected to ask this beautiful and natural question . Joel Spencer and I recently proved the following conjecture of Burtin : Denote by G (n) the graph determined by the edges of the n-dimensional cube . G(n) has 2 n vertices and n 2 n-1 edges . Choose each edge of G (n) with probability 2. Then the resulting graph G (n) is connected with probability tending to 1 e , (which is the probability that G n has an isolated vertex) .
Our paper with Spencer will soon appear .
Füredi recently studied the random subgraphs of the lattice graph of the plane (i .e . two lattice points are joined if they are neighbours), he obtained several interesting results which no doubt can be extended to higher dimensions .
Neither he nor Spencer and I could so far decide whether if one chooses edges in our graphs with increasing probability (i .e .
one studies the "evolution of random subgraphs") then does the "giant corponent" -'addenly appear . R6nyí and I proved that this happens for the random subgraphs of K(n) if the number of edges 
Denote by f(n ; G(k,k)) be the smallest integer for which every G(n ;f(n ;G .(k,Z))) contains G has a subgraph . These types of problems were started by P . Turán who determined f(n ;h(r)) for every r . W . Brown, V .T . Sós, A . Rényi and I proved that
We conjectured that if p is a prime or a power of a prime, then (2) f(p2+p+l ;c4) = 2(p 3 +,1 + p 2 + 1 .
(2) was recently proved for infinitely many values of p by Füredi .
Reimann and E . Klein (Mrs . Szekeres) proved that there is a bipartite G(n) which has no C 4 and has (1+o(1))n 3/2 /2F the I edges . Reimann further observed that is best possible . The 2f ollowing problem has been unsettled for more than 10 years : Let G(n) be a graph of n vertices which contains no G and no C .
Is it true that G(n) can not have more than (1+o (1) Simonovits and I published since 1958 resp . 1966 many papers on extremal problems on graphs, here I only stated a few very recent results . Nevertheless I want to call attention again to the old problem of Turn which dates back to 1940 . Denote by f(n ;K (r) (t)) the smallest integer for which every uniform r-graph on n vertices and f(n ;K (r) (t)) hyperedges contains a K (r) (t) .
It is easy to see that lim f(n ;K(r)(t))/(n) = c (3) r r,t n->-exists . c 2 t = 1 -t l 1 follows from Turán's theorem, but the value of c r,t is not known for a single t > r > 2 . Túran conjectured that f(3n ;K (3) (4)) = n 3 + 2n (2) + 1 and f(2n ;K(3)(4)) = n2 (n-1) + 1 . 1 offer 1,000 dollars for a proof of these conjectures and the determination of t -> r > 2 . be the cardinal number of the largest family F(n ;k) such that every m-intersecting subfamily of it is necessarily (m+l)-interesting . Ko, Rado and I proved that for n ? 2k f(n ;k,l) _ n-1 (k-1)' I conjectured in 8 that (1) f(n ;k,2) _ (k_i) for k ? 3,n Z 2 .
Chvatal proved (1) for k = 3, more generally he proved f(n ;k,k-1) _ ( k-i) for k '?3,n ? k+2 and conjectured f (n ;k,m) _ (k_i) for 1 5 m á k, n z mml k . One would expect that this problem will yield to the probability method, but so far we had no success . P . Erdbs, On the number of complete subgraphs contained in certain graphs, P ubl . Math . Inst . Acad . Sci . Hungar . 7 (1962) , 461 .
111 . Let G(n) be a graph of n vertices m < n(1-e) .
Assume that every set of m vertices of our edge -in other words the largest independent set in our (n) is less than m, f(n ;m) is the largest integer so that there always exist a subgraph of m vertices of our G(n) which has a subgraph of m vertices of our G(n) which has at least f(n ;m) edges i .e . f(n ;m) is the largest integer so that if every induced subgraph of m vertices contains an edge then there is a subgraph of m vertices and f(n ;m) edges . We have
(1) e lm < f.(n ;m) < c 2 m log n .
The lower bound in (1) is almost immediate, the upper bound is given by the probability method . Is the upper bound best possible?
If m _ c log n the answer is "easily" seen to be affirmative There are several possible modifications of this problem which might be of some interest . Let G(n) be a graph where we either assume that G(n) does not contain a K(m) and the largest independent set is less than m, or we assume that G(n) has 2(Z) edges . Denote by emax (G m(n)) resp . e min (G m (n)) the largest respectively the smallest integer for which there is an induced subgraph of m vertices of G(n) containing
where the minimum is taken over all admissible graphs . Determine or estimate A(n ;m) as accurately as possible and compare it to f (n ;m) .
Many further generalizations and extensions seem promising e .g . for hypergraphs but here I do not pursue this subject any further . Another problem which is perhaps more closely related to my original problem states as follows : Let f(n ;T) be the largest integer for which there Is a G(n ;f(n ;T)) which contains no e(G) denotes the number of edges of G . The final remark . Consider the graphs G(n ;[c n 2 )) o < c < ~, n } It easily follows from the probability method that there is a G(n ;[c n 2 )) so induced subgraph of R n vertices has in particular there is a G(n ;[cr. 2 )) graph of (2) vertices has (4 + o(1))n 2 edges . On the other hand 1 proved that if n > n 0 (r) then every such graph must contain a K(r) . I hope to return to this question in the near future (assuming that there is a future for me) .
P . Erdős, Graph theory and probability II, Canad . J . Math . (1)
where the factor QI comes from the primes which divide A k (nk ,k) by an exponent greater than one . Similarly r+l n +k n +2k n +2k (2) A(nk4k,k) = P(l,k) II P{ í , ki )P(k, r + 2 )Q2 . i=1
The prime factors of Q 1 and Q 2 are all less than (n k+2k) 1 -,
The contribution of each of them is less than exp(c(n k+2k) l/2 ) .
Thus (3) max(Q 1 ,Q 2 ) < exp(nk+2k) 1/2 (log nk+2k) .
By the prime number theorem for fixed í and large k nk n+k k (4) P(i , From (1), (2), (3) and (4) we easily obtain for fixed large k that A(n +k,k) (5) A(nk ,k) ¢ > exp((1-c) r+1) exp(-(rk) 1/2+e ) (5) clearly gives A(n k+k,k) > A(n k ,k) for every fixed r and large k, which proves our assertion lim nk /k = In fact using ksharper forms of the prime number theorem this proof gives without difficulty that there í § a c > 0 so that n x , > k l+c On the other hand I conjecture that (6) lim nk /k2 = 0 .
(7) A(n,k) ¢ A(m,k) . .
r and
The proof of (6) probably will not be very difficult, but I
have not done it as yet .
The following old conjecture of mine seems very much more difficult : Let n + k < m then At the moment I do not see how to attack (7) . I asked for solutions of (8) A(n ;k) > A(m ;£), £ > k, m z n + k .
The referee of one of my papers found two solutions .
Selfridge showed that (8) has no solution for k < 7 but that there are 18 solutions for k = 7 and probably the number of solutions tends to infinity as k tends to infinity, but as far as I know it is not yet known that (8) has infinitely many solutions . Selfridge further observed that if (8) holds then n < A(l ;k-1) . It would be interesting to estimate the largest solution of (8) .
Two final questions : Put h(n) = max(£-k) where the maximum is extended over all solutions of (8), n fixed k,£,m are variable . Estimate h(n) from above and below as accurately as possible . The exact determination of h(n) is of course hopeless . Probably h(n) * as n } but perhaps for every e > 0 h(n)/n F i 0 .
Are there infinitely many values of n so that for every k, 1 <-k -< n -1 (9) A(n-k,k) < A(n,k)?
e . g . n = 10 and n = 12 satisfy (9), but I expect that for large n the solutions of (9) wí11 be rare and I do not see a proof that (9) has infinitely many solutions .
P . Erdős, Some unconventional problems in number theory, Math . líagazine 52 (1979), G7-70 .
